
 
North York Moors National Park Authority, The Old Vicarage, Bondgate,  

Helmsley, York, YO62 5BP 
 

Public Minutes of the meeting held at The Old Vicarage, Helmsley on Tuesday 1 December 2015. 
 
Present: Val Arnold, Catherine Cussons, Bryn Griffiths, Peter Hutchinson, Elizabeth Kirk, John 
Richardson, Brian Walker, George Winn-Darley 
 
Apologies: Catriona Cook, George Dawson, Muriel Mitchell, Terry Ratcliffe,  
 
Officers in Attendance: Vanessa Burgess, Karl Gerhardsen, Richard Gunton, Tom Stephenson,  
 
Visitors: Mike Conlon (British Mountaineering Council) Helen Gundry (Moorsbus),  
 

Copies of All Documents Considered are in the Minute Book 
 
  

Richard Gunton, Director of Park Services welcomed everyone to the meeting then asked 
members to elect a Chair and Deputy Chair for the coming year 

 
11/15  Election of Chair 

Catriona Cook was elected Chair.  
  
12/15 Election of Deputy Chair 
 George Winn-Darley was elected Deputy Chair. 
 
 In the absence of the Chair, the Deputy Chair George Winn-Darley chaired the meeting 
 
13/15 Public Minutes 
 

The public minutes of the meeting held on Tuesday 9 June 2015 were confirmed and 
signed by the Chair as a correct record. 

 
14/15 Matters Arising 

 
Moorsbus Services 2016 (Friends of Moorsbus) – Helen Gundry, Friends of Moorsbus 
updated members on service plans for 2016 (supporting document provided to members 
at the meeting): 
 

• Hoping to increase services offered in 2015, including Rievaulx 
• 2973 passengers used the service in 2015, approx. 63% of those didn’t have a 

car 
• Most popular service route in 2015 – Thirsk/Sutton Bank 
• No service arranged via Rosedale yet, but contact has been made with people 

who may be able to assist in setting one up 
 
Big Path Watch – Karl Gerhardsen informed members that, since its launch in July 2015, 
the scheme had worked well, but some of the results had been difficult to tally with RoW 
data, so results had been mixed. 
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Action:  Vanessa Burgess, LAF Sec to ask the Authority to bring the scheme to the attention of 
Parishes at their forums in 2016 and to ask for volunteers to check their parish paths 
each year. 

 
 Malton-Pickering Cycle Route (Ryedale District Council) 
 Reply yet to be received. 
 
Action: Val Arnold to chase Ryedale DC for a reply, on behalf of the LAF. 
 
 All other action points from the minutes had been dealt with/completed. 

 
15/15 Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) and Local Nature Partnership (LNP) 

 
In the absence of David Renwick, Director of Conservation, Tom Stephenson, External 
Funding Officer, updated the LAF members on the work of the LEP and the LNP as 
follows: 
 

• Further developing high level plans – working with Yorkshire Dales, Howardian 
Hills and Nidderdale 

• 3 main areas of work – Supporting High Nature Value Farming, Growing Visitor 
Economy, Rural Skills 

• LNP – awaiting staff appointment to progress work 
 
Tom informed LAF members that the Authority was trying to align its plans with the LEP 
and LNP to give the Authority the best possible chance for funding.   
 
Helen Gundry asked if the Authority could include a section on public transport in their 
plan. 

 
A brief discussion followed regarding Fenceless Stock Management. Tom informed LAF 
members that this technology was gaining momentum in places such as Australia and the 
USA.  No physical barriers, the technology uses GPS. 
 
Richard Gunton, Director of Park Services informed members that the LEP was a pipeline 
for the Authority to work with to support calls for funding. 
 
Elizabeth Kirk asked Tom Stephenson if there were any plans to help the Vale of York, 
Vale of Mowbray.  
 
Tom advised that some joint working was taking place with Sustrans.   
 

Action: Tom Stephenson to find a suitable section in the plan to include public transport.  Copies  
 of the supporting papers from agenda item 7 to be forwarded on to LAF members. 
 
16/15 Managing multi-user routes to minimise conflicts 
  

Karl Gerhardsen, thanked members for the discussions at the last meeting and advised 
that the topic was usefully discussed at the Access, Recreation and Business Forum 
meeting on 5 October 2015.  The key points to come out of the meeting were as follows: 

  
The big message is RESPECT. Signage is very important for managing expectations and 
pictograms work well. Cyclists and walkers don’t understand the horse’s natural reaction 
to perceived danger – fight or flight. Prior consultation on new route promotion would be 
appreciated. Shared routes need good sight lines and to have an appropriate surface 
which is wide enough. Route segregation for different users has a role especially at pinch 
points, but can also provide welcome options for easy or technical cycling. Events can 
cause conflicts, but a suggested joint mountain-bike/horse riding orienteering event could 
increase understanding of others’ issues. 
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Karl showed members a H&S video focussing on reducing cycle/horse conflict in the 
Welsh Forests. 
 
John Richardson, LAF member, voiced disappointment that motor vehicle organisations 
had not invited to attend the ARB meeting.  However, he said he was supportive of the 
conclusions of the ARB Forum meeting, much of which was replicated within the LARA 
Byway Code.  Another member also pointed out that many bridleways are routes with 
private rights of vehicular access e.g. farm drives and tracks etc. 
 
Karl apologised for not inviting motor vehicle organisations, saying that the meeting was 
time limited and much more time would have been needed to include the views of more 
organisations.  His hope was though, that the individuals’ who did attend, would feedback 
information to their relevant organisations  
 
Members made the following additional comments: 
 

• Many people who participate in leisure activities aren’t affiliated to organisations, 
so the Authority can’t rely on the message reaching everyone 

• Signage is a useful tool 
• Respect, was a very important message to communicate across organisations 
• Publicity/Education was also important 
• Social media an effective tool also 

 
Further discussion followed regarding the use of unauthorised routes (made up routes) by 
cyclists etc. 
 

Action: John Richardson offered to forward a copy of LARA Byway Code to each LAF Member. 
 
Action: Karl Gerhardsen to arrange for a link to the video to be placed on the Authority’s website. 
 
17/15 Horse riding on Nawton Towers Estate 
  

Elizabeth Kirk referred members to an additional support paper for this item which 
summarised correspondence relating to the issue of horse riding/free access on the 
Nawton Towers Estate and the exemption from Inheritance tax fees.   BHS is challenging 
Natural England’s acceptance of reduced horse access within the Estate’s Access 
Management Plan 
 
Karl Gerhardsen informed members that it was up to the Estate how they proceeded with 
this issue, but a draft plan of bridleways etc. has been drawn up and Karl is due to meet 
to the Estate and shoot tenant try to agree pragmatic alternatives to undefined bridleways 
over particularly rough sections of moorland  

Action: George Winn-Darley to feedback to Nawton Towers Estate 
 
18/15 Coastal Access Outcome 

  
• Filey Brigg to Newport Bridge.  Awaiting PINS decision re the objection at Boulby, then 

hope to be completing the work before April, for an April/May commencement. 
• Newport Bridge to North Gare. This is now almost settled.  Report expected to be 

published early in the New Year.  There is a lot of establishment work to do, but hoping to 
commence next autumn, unless flooded with objections. 

• Kilnsea to Filey Brigg. The report should be published by the end of March 2016.  NE 
have now completed 75% of the site visits. 

 
19/15 Traffic Regulation Orders 

 
Before advising members on the TRO listing, Karl Gerhardsen reminded the meeting 
that it was the responsibility of North Yorkshire County Council and it was their 
decision as to what sort of TRO was consulted on etc. 
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Kirby Bank – permanent TRO consulted upon and lots of objections received, but 
surprisingly 30 letters of support received too. Awaiting decision on how best to 
proceed. 
Seggimire Lane - temporary TRO on Seggimire Lane has been extended until April 
2016. Permanent TRO consulted upon and lots of objections received so to go to 
Members for a committee decision in January.  
Lonsdale Plantation and Coleson Banks – 18 month TRO commenced with plans 
for permanent TRO and repair 
Whitby Old Road, Troutsdale Moor - Whitby Area Office to pursue TRO 
Lowna to Rawson Syke - Kirkby Misperton office being encouraged to consult on 
permanent TRO. 
 

Action:Bryn Griffiths and Val Arnold to chase up traffic regulation issues with their respective 
  Authorities 
 
20/15 White Roads 

Members agreed to form a sub group to look at this issue.  Sub group brief will be to 
apply the findings of the Herefordshire LAF paper to the NYMNPA LAF area to try and 
unify the various highway records into one publicly available set.  Members who agreed to 
sit on the sub group were as follows: Elizabeth Kirk, Catriona Cook, Catherine Cussons, 
Brian Walker, John Richardson and Terry Ratcliffe.  Members suggested that Alan 
Fullerton and Neil Leighton from NYCC also be invited to sit on the sub group. 
 

Action: Karl Gerhardsen to support the sub group 
Action: Vanessa Burgess to arrange first meeting of the sub group in Jan 2016 
 
21/15  Items for Future Meetings 

Nawton Towers Estate – update, White Roads sub group – update, Coastal Access, 
Traffic Regs, Business Plan/Development, Trial of Bridleway Gate Design, Road 
Verges/RoW, Moorsbus. 

 
22/15  Any Other Business 

Karl Gerhardsen updated members on the Decadal review of open access as it applied to 
Scotland. 

 
 One member asked if the Forum would consider increasing the number of annual LAF   
meetings from 2.  A brief discussion followed, but Authority Officers informed members 
that the number of meetings had been dropped to 2 per year due to cutbacks and the 
limited staffing resource available to support the Forum. 

 
 
Date of next meeting: Tuesday 14 June 2016, 10am - NYMNPA Committee Room. 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. (Chair) 
14 June 2016 


